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Vis taJet is  one of many retailers  leverageing WeChat. Image credit: Vis taJet

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Commerce is in a continual state of upheaval with shifting consumer behavior and values paired with rapidly
evolving technology keeping luxury retailers on their toes.

Younger affluent consumers, who are coming of age, are now valuing experiences over luxury goods and caring
greatly about sustainability. Luxury retailers are learning how to tie these themes into a market that is also being
highly disrupted with digital commerce, social influence and mobile payments.

"One major theme we are seeing today and will continue to see is intensifying volatility, which has become the new
normal, as seen in recent retailer earnings reports," said Farla Efros, president of HRC Retail Advisory, Chicago.
"Another critical theme is the changing role of the store given the overall decline in traffic, the store must change in
order to become more experiential or more service-oriented to redirect shoppers into the store.

"The savvy shopper is also much harder today to outwit as they are the always-on consumer, who is more
sophisticated, more technology driven and harder to predict and is becoming younger," she said. "Technology and
speed becoming more agile is also the new normal in order to improve innovation and responsiveness, quality of
delivery, as well as speed to market in regards to the fashion cycle and the pick up or delivery of items.

"Lastly, competition from online and pure-play players is a major theme, as online players will continue to push on
bricks-and-mortar stores, hence the need for them to evolve."

Avenues to purchase
The methods in which shoppers can now pay for and purchase items have changed drastically, trickling upwards to
the luxury sector.

Luxury brands and retailers previously maintained their status with exclusivity and quality, keeping separate from the
trends that shifted standard commerce.

However, the pervasiveness of digital and mobile made its way up to luxury retail and has forced these retailers to
adapt while also maintaining an experience that feels exclusive.
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One of the most pervasive forms of digital commerce that is currently disrupting retail is  conversational commerce.

Chinese social messaging application WeChat and Facebook Messenger are just a few of the channels in which
conversational commerce has flourished.

While China is miles ahead of the Western world with conversational commerce through WeChat, some of its
innovativeness has made its way to the United States.

Negotiations are underway to make mobile payment solutions WeChat Pay and Alipay acceptable in North America,
which would make it easier for Chinese travelers to purchase overseas (see story).

Retailers are also leveraging messaging systems such as WeChat to make an omnichannel experience more
reachable and seamless.

Swarovski's Mother's Day WeChat campaign. Image credit: Luxury Society

For instance, LVMH-owned travel retailer DFS teamed with beauty marketer Este Lauder to transform fans into
influencers with an omnichannel initiative.

The #BeautyAllNight campaign May 1-31 brought together in-store activations with digital touchpoints via WeChat
(see story).

An omnichannel customer experience is more important now than ever. Consumers are interacting with brands and
retailers through a multitude of different touch points at various stages in the purchases process.

Retailers need to anticipate that to better serve the shopper. Consumers do not think in terms of different channels,
they only think of the retail experience as a whole.

Luxury retailers need to make sure their digital channels exude a high-end image, while also assisting customers
with completing the task they have set out to accomplish.

These retailers are looking to recreate the high-end shopping experience in stores online, with many going above
and beyond just the Web site look.

For instance, JD.com trained a special team of employees for its JD Luxury Express, which will shuttle luxury
purchases to consumers' doors in style.

Designed to more closely replicate the individualized experience expected from bricks-and-mortar stores, JD's
service aims to ensure that luxury products are handled in a manner that reflects the brand (see story).
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JD.com's white glove service. Image credit: JD.com

"Mobile has become the linchpin of a retailer's omnichannel strategy," said Raymond Pucci, associate director of
research services at Mercator Advisory Group, Maynard, MA. "Smartphones are ubiquitous and consumers expect
their favorite retail brands to provide shopping benefits via apps on their mobile devices, such as seamlessly
browsing and buying on store Web sites.

"Examples are ordering on-demand services for ride sharing, short-term lodging and online marketplaces," he said.
"Contactless point-of-sale payments, mobile order-and-pay, and mobile self-checkout are also retail features that are
gaining increased adoption by consumers who often look for fast and easy ways to buy."

A report from Forrester Research shows that mobile will be the hub that ties together the customer experience with a
variety of devices. However, only 43 percent of brands believe that mobile is an enabler of experience
transformation, and the same percentage are willing to spend to make mobile worthwhile (see story).

Online vs. mobile vs. in-store
The shift to digital has substantially affected bricks-and-mortar retail and has forced many to shut down physical
stores. But this does not mean bricks-and-mortar is irrelevant.

Digital has merely reshaped its purpose.

With online shopping becoming so convenient and having numerous devices to do so, luxury retailers need to work
to be sure the in-store shopping experience is a luxury experience in itself.

For example, London department store Harrods launched a series of in-store events this spring and summer geared
toward socialites entitled "Social Butterflies."

The series celebrates the British summer social season. Events include talks and parties inspired and hosted by
different personalities from the world of fashion and luxury, enticing affluents to come to its store (see story).

For a more luxurious experience, Swiss skincare brand La Prairie reimagined the counter experience with a store
redesign.

Consumers visiting the La Prairie counter at Galeries Lafayette will enjoy an intimate consultation space and can
interact with a digital product experience table. For added privacy during transactions, La Prairie has added a
Mondrian-inspired divider (see story).

La Prairie has debuted a new selling concept at Paris' Galeries Lafayette. Image courtesy of La Prairie
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Many consumers are also using bricks-and-mortar stores as a showroom, testing the product in person before
purchasing online.

It is  no secret that luxury retailers and brands were late to the ecommerce game and many have not updated the in-
store experience.

U.S. fashion brand Michael Kors is one example of having to close down many bricks-and-mortar locations because
it made itself too available and lessened the exclusivity of its  brand.

"Luxury brands that have sat out online have started to take steps toward ecommerce," said Bob Phibbs, CEO of the
Retail Doctor, a New York retail consultancy. "Traffic numbers are down, but many haven't changed their store
experience in years.

"Polo and Michael Kors store closings show scarcity is still a huge component of luxury and once you're too
available, you're on the discount bin," he said.

Influence of Instagram

According to a report from HelloSociety, luxury campaigns perform much better than mass brands' efforts on
Instagram, with a 30 percent higher performance rate (see story).

It is  no surprise that social media is a major driver in terms of purchase inspiration. But many retailers may not
understand its full potential.

For instance, Lord & Taylor partnered with 50 fashion influencers on Instagram for a dress promotion. Each
influencer shared a picture of her own interpretation of styling the dress at the same time.

Beyond getting more than 1,000 likes per post, Lord & Taylor was able to sell out of the dress in a very short amount
of time.

Luxury brands now have the opportunity to reach a massive receptive audience through more convenient
experiences with Instagram's latest updates to its shopping feature.

Luxury branded Instagram post

Instagram rolled out a full version of its  shopping feature, in which brands and retailers can allow users to purchase
multiple items featured in an image through product tags. Luxury brands and retailers now have the opportunity to
reach a substantial audience made of affluent and everyday consumers, which is vital to these brands.

Direct purchasing through social media is becoming more prevalent, but consumers have not adapted fully to
shopping on social media just yet.

Last year Twitter scaled back its buy button, alluding to a stalemate for retail on social media as consumers fail to
adopt native shopping experiences, although Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest could still prevail.

While Twitter is trying to establish itself more as an image-enabled social media platform, its consumer behavior is
rooted heavily in text-based posts where direct purchasing ability is less likely to flourish. Other social platforms with
heavier focuses on images may be more successful with buy buttons, but dynamic product ads offer the most
potential when it comes to retail-enabled social pushes (see story).

Social media and the rise of startups such as Rent the Runway have spurred a lean toward a see-now, buy-now
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experience.

For instance, British apparel and accessories maker Mulberry is the latest brand to consider a see-now, buy-now
format.

Mulberry announced that rather than have a runway presentation during London Fashion Week this coming
September it will instead hold private press and buyer appointments. Collectively, the fashion industry has grappled
with the see-now, buy-now behavior of consumers who want immediate access to the latest collections rather than
waiting for the traditional retail roll-out months later (see more).

"New digital retailers have had a tremendous impact on luxury retail given their array and breadth of selection, and
they will continue to do so unless brick-and-mortar retailers can evolve at a fast pace and push traffic into their
stores," HRC Retail Advisory's Ms. Efros said.

"Consumers are driven by the need to touch, feel, try and build an outfit, and that is the edge that bricks-and-mortar
has today over ecommerce," she said. "It's  about the experience, the outfitting, the ability to be altered on the spot and
see and feel the product in a good light, as well as satisfying the need for instant gratification.

"New retailers today are creating noise for the traditional bricks-and-mortars given their ability to be agile. Bricks-
and-mortar stores need to garner learnings in order to reposition the role the store and the experiences that
customers are looking for."

Going green

Another major theme pushing through in commerce coming from millennials and younger consumers is not in
terms of purchasing but in business practices of the retailers themselves.

Consumers are becoming increasingly interested in sustainability in regards to their purchases. Many want to know
that they are either making a positive impact on the world, or at the very least, want to make sure they are not
damaging the world with their purchases.

Retailers that have embraced this are much more likely to appeal to consumers and to create brand loyalty.

For instance, French luxury conglomerate LVMH finished off Green Week by sharing the details of its
environmental efforts as it strives for sustainability at all stages of the supply chain.

Green Week is organized by the European Commission and ran from May 29 to June 2. LVMH was one of many
companies participating, and the group posted several explanations of what it does to help push toward sustainable
goals (see story).

British retailer Fortnum & Mason also partnered with artist David Bailey for a window installation that benefits an
endangered species.

Each of the 400 bronze tigers represents one of the real 400 Sumatran tigers alive today

Mr. Bailey created 400 small bronze tigers modeled after the real life Sumatran tiger, of which only 400 live in the
wild today. Each piece was available for sale with proceeds going to help conservation efforts of the specific
subspecies of tiger (see more).

Also, online retail company Yoox Net-A-Porter Group ceased the sale of all merchandise containing animal fur on
its multi-brand sites (see story).
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Affluent consumers are not only interested in the health of the planet and society, but also in their own health.
Wellness is becoming a major theme throughout retail, with many luxury retailers including health initiatives.

London department store Harrods embraced mindful luxury with the opening of The Wellness Clinic.

Harrods' Wellness Clinic occupies 10,500 square feet on the fourth floor of the famed Knightsbridge retailer and
was founded on the principles of integrative beauty that combines aesthetic and holistic treatments designed by
medical professionals to promote wellbeing (see story).

Similarly, Saks Fifth Avenue added more than 1,200 fitness classes to the available in-store amenities at its  New York
flagship as wellness takes hold of luxury retail. Located on the flagship's second floor, The Wellery concept shop is
a first-of-its -kind space that offers Saks consumers immersive experiences dedicated to wellness (see story).

Top luxury retailers by country: 

United States:

Barneys New York

Bloomingdale's

Bergdorf Goodman

Neiman Marcus Group

Nordstrom Inc.

Saks Fifth Avenue

United Kingdom:

Harrods

Farfetch

Fortnum & Mason

Selfridges & Co.

France:

Le Bon March

Galeries Lafayette

Printemps

Italy

Yoox Net-A-Porter Group

Hong Kong

Lane Crawford

Best practices tips from industry experts

Farla Efros, president of HRC Retail Advisory

"I think the top opportunities that exist are the improvement of customer engagement and channel
experience, the omnichannel integration, the continued digitalization of the value chain as well as the
expansion into new services and experiences to draw a younger customer base. Bricks-and-mortar stores
have the opportunity to draw on the fact that the younger generations like to go to the mall and they bring
along their parents, therefore it's  building on that momentum and investing in the right mechanisms to
build a loyal base of fickle customers. They need to use their online capabilities as a way to draw
customers into their stores."

Raymond Pucci, associate director of research services at Mercator Advisory Group

"Mobile has become the linchpin of a retailer's omnichannel strategy. Smartphones are ubiquitous and
consumers expect their favorite retail brands to provide shopping benefits via apps on their mobile
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devices, such as seamlessly browsing and buying on store Web sites. Examples are ordering on-demand
services for ride sharing, short-term lodging, and online marketplaces. Contactless point-of-sale
payments, mobile order and pay and mobile self-checkout are also retail features that are gaining
increased adoption by consumers who often look for fast and easy ways to buy."

Bob Phibbs, CEO of the Retail Doctor

"Too many have sat on their butts and allowed sales staff to literally wait' for shoppers. The passive, let
me know if you need anything' or generic Can I help you?' are still too prevalent in brick-and-mortar
boutiques around the world. Online is about product, bricks-and-mortar is about customer experience.
Don't confuse the two. The luxury boutique retailer who crafts an exceptional experience that is personal
and different for every customer is still the goal.

Fred Reffsin, president of Brand Growth Strategies

"Brands need an omnichannel approach. It is  necessary and essential for survival. Consumers do not
care about the where as long as they get the experience they are looking for and feel they deserve. You
could argue that these experiences and ease of doing business is better online. Bricks-and-mortar has to
return to the adage that retail is  entertainment."
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